
With 20 years as a professional 
CPA, Dan McMahon was looking for 
ways to differentiate his business and 
become a high-value, high-
quality business advisor to his clients.  

CoreValue Software provided the 
perfect platform for Dan to do that.

Dan decided to focus his new 
management consulting practice on 
owner-operated businesses where he 
could use the 18 value driver 
framework within CoreValue Software 
to serve his clients in 18 different ways.

“I’m not an expert in all 18 -- 
perhaps 6 out of 18 -- but I use the 
product to build my knowledge in 
those areas I don’t have expertise.  As a 
result, CoreValue Software has become 
my own business development 
engine.”

Dan uses the software to help his 
clients learn their strengths and where 
they need to remediate their 
weaknesses.  For one landscaping 
company, CoreValue Software brought 
real clarity on how to build value in 
their business, versus just running it 

for profit.  After sitting down with Dan 
and going through their initial 
assessment, the client was able to work 
on their business as opposed to getting 
caught up in the details of their 
business.  The client soon felt as if he 
was making real progress.

“There is a tremendous amount of 
information which needs to be 
processed by the CEO of a company.  
The software helped my clients use 
their time and money more efficiently 
and effectively in solving their 
business problems.  And they relied on 
me to help them all along the way.”

When an Engineering 
Management Company asked Dan for 
help in securing a bank loan, the 
owners went through the software 
assessment and scored only 37 out of 
100 on the CoreValue® Rating.  “They 
were not even bankable, but I didn’t 
have to break the news to them.  The 
software did.  And I could then talk 
with them about what corrective 
actions would be necessary to make a 
bank interested in their business.”

In the short time that Dan has used 
CoreValue Software, he realizes the 
software has already made him a 
better advisor and better able to 
communicate with his clients.
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"CoreValue Software has become my own 
business development engine.”
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If you think of business as an engine, and that financial valuations measure the outputs––the revenue 
and profit––CoreValue® quantifies the ‘gears’ inside the engine, and the ability of those gears to 
work together to drive future revenue and profit at/or above its current rate. 

Your business is an engine.

CoreValue® measure the gears inside and calculate how well they function.
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